Fun activities for everyone to get involved with this year in Queen Edith!
QECF have teamed up with Cambridge Junction and artists Hunt & Darton to bring a selection of
wonderful, creative, and silly activities throughout Queen Edith this year, with plenty of opportunities to
get involved.
We’ll be kicking off with their twist on a Jumble Sale on Saturday 14th May 2022. Expect brilliant
bargains (including a timed Reveal of extra special tut), games including Put it On, where you’ll put on as
many clothes as possible in 20 seconds winner keeps what they are wearing, A Dutch auction (the price
goes down!), ‘Turn It Over’ - slowly turning the clothes to Bonnie Tyler. There will be a catwalk show
made with and by you, 1:1 personal shopping experiences, used Oracles and Vintage Prophecy readings
and plenty more! You’ll be delighted and bemused while browsing underpriced riches.
Then on Saturday 13th August we have the outrageously silly The Punch, The Sandwich, The Cake
where Hunt & Darton want to make a meal with you. This will be your chance to join in the human chain
to prepare food and drink for all. Maybe you oversee buttering or garnishing, maybe you get to squirt
the cream on the cake, chop pineapple or simply keep the chain moving. Join us as we create an absurd
conveyor belt display of micromanagement.
Finally, on Saturday 15th October we have Hunt & Darton’s Dog Show. Bring your perkiest pooches, your
most candid canines, your dandiest of dogs...or just your uncontrollable, unidentifiable, feral but lovable
'mans best friend'. Unlike Crufts, expectations are very, very low (no skill is required, preferred actually)
but there are prizes to be won! From the agility course, 'best dressed' to 'looks most like its owner,' it is
all to play for. Don’t have a dog or even like them? Join in the judging, watch owners gallop around
encouraging their furry friends to comply.
After a tough few years we hope these events bring joy and plenty of opportunities to get involved. Do
you play an instrument? You could serenade the cake making process! A keen artist? You’d be great at
Dog Life drawing! If you’ve been inspired by any of the plans above and would like to be involved please
do get in touch with us - these activities are co-created with Queen Edith residents so there’s a lot of
opportunity to have your say and get stuck in. You can email Ema Boswood on:
ema.boswood@junction.co.uk
Expect exact details of when and where these events are taking place very soon.

